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İST 263 YABANCI DİLDE YAZMA DERSİ YIL SONU SINAVI SORULARI
1. Match the statistical terms with the given definitions. (10x4=40 Points)
1. The most commonly used measure of dispersion and represents approximately the average
distance of values from the mean of a distribution.
2. The body of statistical techniques concerned with making inferences about a population based
on drawing a sample from it.
3. Single performance of well-defined experiment.
4. The probability that an event occurs when the outcome of some other event is given.
5. Numerical description of the outcome of a statistical experiment.
6. Possible result of an experiment or trial.
7. The discipline that concerns the collection, organization, displaying, analysis, interpretation and
presentation of data.
8. A summary measure of some characteristic for the population, such as the population mean or
proportion.
9. A quantitative measure of uncertainty.
10. Defined as a numerical value, which is obtained from a sample of data.
A.Parameter B.Statistic C.Standard Deviation
D.Outcome
F.Probability G.Trial
H.Conditional Probability I. Statistics
1
2
3
4
5

C
J
G
H
E

6
7
8
9
10

E.Random Variable
J. Inferential Statistics

D
I
A
F
B

2. Which of the following sentences are true or false when you consider the cv preparation
rules? (6x5=30 Points)
1. It is a good idea to start with a short summary about you.
2. You should write your work history in order, with your most recent job at the end.
3. You should list all your responsibilities in detail.
4. You should give the full title of your qualifications; with the date you passed each one and the
organisations that awarded them to you.
5. It is a good idea to include hobbies if they are relevant to the job.
6. Include references to support your application if you can.
1. True 2. False 3. False 4. True 5. True 6. True

3. Write an essay about advantages and disadvantages of social media. (30 Points)
Bu soruda tek bir yanit olmadigi icin 3 ana kriterde cevaplar degerlendirilecektir. Degerlendirme icin
kriterler sunlardir:
•

Yazinin, giris- gelisme- sonuc kurallarina gore yazimi(introduction-body-conclusion)

•

Derste gosterilmis olan uygun baglaclarin kullanimi

•

Konuyla ilgili fikirler ve bu fikirlere uygun kelime seçimleri

Örnek Cevap:
Social media has got huge importance these days. With the help of it the information, ideas, knowledge,
cultures, philosophies, etc are flowing freely from one part of world to another. It has greatly impacted
our lives. It has both the good and the bad impacts for human being.
Social media has a lot of advantages in our every walk of life. It has social, political, economic and
educational impacts in our lives. Firstly, social media applications have made communication easy and
cheap between friends, family and businesses.Secondly, with the help of social media people can reach the
information quickly. Finally, it creates its own world, and this brings new job definitions and
oppurturnities to people.
While these benefits are important, there are also important disadvantages. For example, many people
spend too much time on social media, and this stops them from doing other useful activities like studying
or reading. Therefore, sometimes it could be considered as waste of time. Additionally, overuse of social
media can also cause some social problems. Clearly, using social media applications all the time stops
you from interacting face-to-face with other people.
To sum up, I think social media is very useful. However, it can also cause a lot of problems, so we should
use it carefully.

